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ATTLEBORO — A new, free moms’
group for women with babies between
the ages of 2 weeks and 12 months, has
formed at Sturdy Memorial Hospital.
Participants have the opportunity
to talk about their growing babies, discuss concerns and expectations, learn
different tips from other mothers in
the group, and more.
This is an on-going program in
which interested participants can join
the group at any time.
The group meets each Wednesday,
from 10-11:30 a.m., in the Michael J.
Poissant Clinical Education Center located near the main lobby of the hospital.
For more information or to register,
call Nursing Administration at 508/2367151.

Adviser in frequent contact with Putin’s ambassador

U.S. official said Friday.
After initially denying that
Michael Flynn and Ambassador
Sergey Kislyak spoke Dec. 29, a
WASHINGTON — Presidentelect Donald Trump’s national se- Trump official said late Friday
that the transition team was aware
curity adviser and Russia’s ambassador to the U.S. have been in of one call on the day President
frequent contact in recent weeks, Barack Obama imposed sanctions.
It’s not unusual for incoming
including on the day the Obama
administrations to have discusadministration hit Moscow with
me to quit.
The in retaliation for elecsions with foreign governments besanctions
fore taking office. But repeated
tion-related
an damage
your hacking, a senior
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, not to mention
ur blood pres-

If you smoke, it’s time to quit. The
chemicals in tobacco can damage your
heart and blood vessels, not to mention
that smoking raises your blood pressure and heart rate.
If you would like to learn more from
the professionals in cardiac rehabilitation at Sturdy Memorial Hospital, register for the Heart Health Fair being
held on from 7-10:30 a.m., Friday, Feb.
3, in conference rooms A, B, and C.
This fair affords you the opportunity to have your blood pressure measured, partake in risk factor assessments and stroke screenings.
In addition, those who register in
advance have the opportunity to have
glucose and cholesterol testing done,
which requires a fasting period of at
least 12 hours.
To register and for more information, contact Sturdy’s information desk
at 508-236-8555.

Youth
notF
being
served

Inside
GOP wins first round in
Obamacare repeal. D6
contacts just as Obama imposed
sanctions would raise questions
about whether Trump’s team discussed — or even helped shape —
Russia’s response.
Russian President Vladimir Pu-

tin unexpectedly did not retaliate
against the U.S. for the move, a decision Trump quickly praised.
More broadly, Flynn’s contact
with the Russian ambassador
suggests the incoming administration has already begun to lay
the groundwork for its promised
closer relationship with Moscow.
That effort appears to be moving
ahead, even as many in Washington, including Republicans, have

Football feeding frenzy

expressed outrage over intelligence officials’ assessment that
Putin launched a hacking operation aimed at meddling in the
U.S. election to benefit Trump.
In an interview published Friday evening by The Wall Street
Journal, Trump said he might
do away with Obama’s sanctions
if Russia works with the U.S. on
SEE AIDE, PAGE A4 
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Helping your child with bed-wetting

D

tried a variety of things to help

Taverns, restaurants hope

er urinary associated problems,

ble staying dry during the day

ing to try to curb bed-wetting —

genital area, or daytime as well

